Since the discovery of superconductivity 1 at 26 K in oxy-pnictide LaF eAsO 1−x F x , enormous interests have been stimulated in the fields of condensed matter physics and material sciences.
1 By using the solid state reaction method, we successfully fabricated the fluorine-arsenide material DvFeAsF (Dv = Sr, Eu and Ca) and La doped Sr 1−x La x FeAsF (x = 0.0 -0.4).
The detailed fabrication process for the samples is given in Methods. It is known that the F-doped REFeAsO superconductors (RE = rare earth elements) have a ZrCuSiAs structure (see inset in Figure 1) samples, the a-or b-axes contract a bit but the c-axis lattice constant expands a lot. This is understandable since the radius of Sr 2+ is 1.12Å which is larger than that of La 3+ (1.06Å), although the radius of F − is 1.33Å which is comparable to that of O 2− (1.32Å). Therefore it is confident that the dominant component in our sample comes from Sr 1−x La x FeAsF. There are some tiny peaks marked by the asterisks which may come from the impurity phase of SrF 2 , this can be easily formed during the synthesizing process and should be avoided. Data in Figure 1 clearly show that the parent phases with Sr, Ca and Eu based on SrF can be formed.
In Figure 2 we show the temperature dependence of resistivity of the undoped samples DvFeAsF (Dv = Sr, Eu and Ca). For the undoped samples, a clear resistivity anomaly was observed at about 118 K for CaFeAsF, 173 K for SrFeAsF and 153 K for EuFeAsF. Here we take the case of SrFeAsF for further discussion. Above 173 K the resistivity increases slightly with decreasing temperature, but it drops sharply below 173 K. This resistivity anomaly was found to be corresponding very well to a magnetic anomaly 17 measured by DC magnetization and was attributed to the formation of a Spin-Density-Wave order or a structural transition in REFeAsO. 20, 21 By applying a magnetic field, a strong magnetoresistance was observed below 173 K (not shown here), which appeared also in the oxy-pnictide systems REFeAsO . 22 The overall behavior of resistivity mimics that of the LaFeAsO, which again indicates that our samples here are parent phases with the ZrCuSiAs structure and the FeAs layers as that in oxy-pnictides.
By doping electrons into the parent phase, we observed superconductivity in we even see superconductivity at temperatures higher than 32 K, but those samples exhibit quite some impurities, therefore we leave it to a future report. The resistivity of the sample with x = 0.4 shows a roughly linear behavior in the normal state, which looks rather similar to that in the electron doped sample LaFeAsO 0.9 F 0.1 23 and is in sharp contrast to the hole doped sample La 1−x Sr x FeAsO 24 . This bulk superconductivity is also proved by the magnetic measurements, as shown in Figure 4 . One can see that a diamagnetic transition occurs at about 27 K, which corresponds to the middle transition temperature of the resistivity data.
We believe that the supercoducting transition temperature will be improved higher when the synthesizing condition is further optimized. It is important to note that the superconductivity in the present sample is certainly not originated from the La-doped SrF e 2 As 2 or the F-doped LaFeAsO. In the former case, as far as we know, no superconductivity was found in La-doped SrFe 2 As 2 . In addition, no any peaks of SrFe 2 As 2 can be observed from the XRD data in our present doped samples. In the latter case, one needs oxygen to form the LaFeAsO phase which is limited to below 0.1 ppm in our case by using glove box. Another reason to rule out this possibility is that the resistivity anomaly (the structural transition and/or SDW) occurs at 173 K in the parent phase SrFeAsF, which is much higher than that in LaFeAsO (around 150 K), but much lower than that in SrFe 2 As 2 (around 205 K). The polycrystalline samples were synthesized by using a two-step solid state reaction method. 23 First LaAs and SrAs (or CaAs, EuAs etc.) powders were obtained by the chemical reaction method with La grains (purity 99.99%), Sr (or Ca, Eu etc.) pieces and As grains.
Then they were mixed with FeF 3 (purity 99%) and Fe powder (purity 99.99%) in the formula Dv 1−x La x FeAsF (Dv=Sr, Eu and Ca), ground and pressed into a pellet shape. All the weighing, mixing and pressing procedures were performed in a glove box with a protective argon atmosphere (both H 2 O and O 2 are below 0.1 PPM). The pellet was sealed in a quartz tube with 0.2 bar of Ar gas and followed by heat treatment at 950 o C for 60 hours. Then it was cooled down slowly to room temperature. Sometimes the resultant pellet was ground again, sealed in a quartz tube for a second sintering at 1000 o C.
B. Measurements.
The DC magnetic measurements were done with a superconducting quantum interference device (Quantum Design, SQUID, MPMS7). The zero-field-cooled magnetization was measured by cooling the sample at zero field to 2 K, and the data were collected during the warming up process. The resistivity measurements were done with a physical property measurement system (Quantum Design, PPMS9T) with a six-probe technique. The current direction was changed for measuring each point in order to remove the contacting thermal power. 
